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Nov 25, 2014 You can see the default references in the VBA Project or VB6 Project. The primary file is located at . Jul 29,
2019 The paths for the Microsoft Access ADO Library are: Microsoft Access ADO, ADORecordset, ADODBC, ActiveX Data
Objects 2.8. Change the two paths to . Jan 4, 2018 OLEDLL was not available for use with a VB6-based application. This
library is used only with the Access database engine, which is not supported for VB6. Visual Basic does not allow you to use
OLEDLL with an Access database. In this article, learn about the Microsoft ADO 2.8 . you can use it with the Microsoft ADO
2.8 library that is available in its official download page. Nov 9, 2019 When I select the Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 6.0
Library . I dont know it is a Library or an ActiveX control.  When I go into its properties theres a drop-down menu stating
Library.  My main question is What is the difference between Library and ActiveX control?  If you know the answer please
reply.  I would like to know for the future.  A: What is the difference between Library and ActiveX control? A library is
typically a file (I call it one word) that you reference in your code to use the functionality of your code. An ActiveX control is
(or is a) chunk of software that has functionality (hopefully) provided by a vendor. Examples are things like ActiveX controls in
web browsers that extend the functionality of browsers to show advertising, or ActiveX controls to facilitate some DLL or COM
communication (such as the ActiveX DataObjects). I would consider ActiveX to be a different class of object than a library.
Example, I have a library called myLib.dll. This library has a function that counts. It is not a chunk of software - it's code
compiled into a DLL. However, I can reference it in Visual Studio and then use a function from that library in my code.
Another example is that I could write some code that reads and writes a database - those are chunks of software. However, those
chunks of software can be distributed in the form of a.dll or.exe that includes more or less code than the basic functionality
necessary
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